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FROM DRY STACK TO FLOATING IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES 
 
 

Dry stack storage allows a marina to accommodate a large number of 

boats, but is traditionally l imited to the speed by which a forklift driver can 

find a vessel , pull it, maneuver around obstacles and drop it in the water. 

CAPRIA S.A. modernized this process with its state-of-the-art storage and 

launching solution. CE-marked and built to the high standards of ISO 9001 

criteria, its Top-Running Crane and Frontal Launcher can get a boat from 

dry stack to floating in less than three minutes. 

When an owner requests a boat, a message is sent to the CAPRIA crane 

operator who pulls the vessel and places it on a launcher that automatically 

lowers it into the water. The system is semi-automated to reduce human 

error and increase efficiency. A video is at bit.ly/CAPRIA. 

The CAPRIA system has low initial  capital expenditure. It can be 

installed without concrete flooring. Compact, it  allows for higher stacking, a 

smaller building footprint and narrower aisles—the longest boat stored plus 

two meters—than conventional methods. The space savings is commonly put 

to better use as additional customer parking stalls. 

Operating costs are lower, too. Insurance, maintenance and human 

resources are less compared to a traditional stacking system. Because of the 

abil ity to house the CAPRIA system in a smaller space—25% less for the 

same number of stored vessels—tax reduction is also a possibility. 
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Eco-friendly, the CAPRIA system is all-electric. There are no exhaust 

fumes and it 's completely silent, making for safer working conditions. 

An optimized CAPRIA stacking solution is one Top-Running Crane and 

two Frontal Launchers per 250–300 boats. This combination of reduced 

initial investment, high yield and customer loyalty result in increased 

profits. 

For over 50 years, CAPRIA S.A. has engineered and manufactured 

precision heavy industry equipment for mining and petroleum. In 2010, it 

launched its marine storage and launching system. In addition to its Top-

Running Crane and Frontal Launcher, the company offers a Ground-

Running Crane, and Lateral and Rotary Launchers to accommodate any 

marina application and vessels up to 48' and 15 tons. 

Contact Capria S.A., Haendel 32, Centro Industrial Garin, CP 1619 

Garin, Buenos Aires, Argentina.  Phone: +54 3327 414470; 

info@domingocapria.com; www.domingocapria.com. 

Editor's note: See the future of dry stack boat storage at METSTRADE, 19–21 Nov., Amsterdam, 
CAPRIA stand 5.410.  


